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THE CHIRINO BOYS: SPANISH SOLDIER-PIONEERS FROM
LOS ADAES ON THE LOUISIANA·TEXAS
BORDERLANDS, 1735-1792
By Francis x. Galdn
Nestled off State Highway 21 betwecn Nacogdoches and San Augustine,
deep in the East Texas Piney Woods, lies the small community of Chireno, pop-
ulation approximately four-hundred. Although the town is named after Jose
Antonio Chirino, who obtained a Spanish land grant nearby in 1792, the origins
of this early pioneer and his arrival to East Texas is shrouded in mystery.' Still
a young man when Antonio Gil Ybarbo founded Nacogdoches in 1779, Chirino
hailed from the Spanish fort at Los Adacs, which historian James McCorkle
dcscribes as the "cradle of East Texas" since the bulk of Nacogdoches settlers,
such as Ybarbo and Chirino, were natives of Los Adaes.~
The following article focuses upon the trials and tribulations of thc
"Chirino Boys" from Los Adaes - Domingo, Manuel, Andres, and Juan - who
garnered for themselves reputations as either loyal subjects of the Spanish
Crown or as rebels in cahoots with French merchants from Natchitoches, a
perception that often hinged upon their allegiance to the Texas govcrnor. Los
Adaes, located near present Robeline, Louisiana along State Highway 6, was
founded in 1721 at the eastern terminus of the Camino Real. It served as the
capital of Spanish Texas for nearly half a century until its abandonment in
1773. Its primary function was to check the encroachment of French traders
[rom Louisiana into Texas and stop the supply of guns and ammunition to
Southern Plains Indians intent upon raidlng Spanish settlements.
The Louisiana-Texas borderlands that encompassed Los Adaes and the
Spanish missions in East Texas is broadly defined from Natchitoches on the
lower Red River. westward across the Sabine River to the Trinity and the
Brazos rivers. including the upper Gulf Coast from Houston to Lake Charles
in southwestern Louisiana. The Chirino's activities, which involved mostly
contraband trade in deerskins, horses, gunpowder, alcohol, and tobacco, took
place within the Texas/Louisiana borderlands region and beyond to New
Orleans and northern New Spain (Mexico). Smuggling operations were most
often a reaction to mercantile restrictions the Spanish Crown imposed upon its
subjects. as well as the actions of governors within the region, a particular
problem in Spanish colonial Texas. The governors at Los Adaes also served as
the fort's commandants and thus often became embroiled in commercial rela-
tions with the French and Caddo Indians against the very trade Spaniards were
suppose to restrict.
Domingo Chirino and his brother, Manuel. arrived at Los Adaes in 1735
after having been recruited from their native village of Saltillo in the northem
New Spain. They were in their early twenties, illiterate, and from humble
backgrounds.J Their father, Lazaro Chirino, took part in Captain Domingo
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Ramon's earlier expedition to East Texas in 1716.4 Only Domingo rose to rank
of sergeant after fOUT decades of military service, while Manuel, Andres, and
Juan remained rank-and-file soldiers at Los Adaes. Two additional Chirinos-
Luis and Crist6bal- were garrisoned at San Antonio de Bexar, and evidently
were not assigned to Los Adaes.
Domingo and Manuel Chirino remained loyal to the Spanish governors at
Los Adaes throughout most of their military careers until the late 1760s when
the new interim governor, don Hugo O'Conar, arrived at Los Adaes to inves-
tigate corruption chargcs against his predecessor. Prior to C)'Conor's arrivaL
Domingo became involved in contraband trade on behalf of successive gover-
nors, doing their bidding along with other Spanish officers. In 1761, during an
investigation of former Governor Barrios y Jaurgeui's administration, Lt.
Pedro de Sierra testified that Sgt. Domingo Chirino and Joseph Arredondo,
who was the governor's muleteer, transported 500 to 600 hides stored at
Mission Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe to Saltillo for bartering for desired sup-
plies.s Barrios y Jauregui served as governor-commandant at Los AdacF. from
1751 to 1758, a lucrative period of smuggling leading into the critical early
phase of the French and Indian War. No other governor ruled Spanish Texas
longer. A residencia, or review of a governor's administration, became the
principal means far royal officials in Mexico City and Madrid to check the
power of provincial governors. However, contraband trade and corruption
often carried over into successive administrations of governor-commandants
at Los Adaes,
Subsequent investigation revealed a complicated web of illicit trade with
the French and Indians implicating Spanish governors and Franciscan mis-
sionaries. In 1766, Sgt. Domingo Chirino, then fifty-two years old, testified
that while on patrol with fOUf other soldiers from Los Adaes he encountered
friar Francisco Zcdano trafficking goods outside the home of a Bidai Indian,
named Thomas, on the lower Trinity River along the Camino Real to La BahIa.
Chirino had asked Father Zedano if he possessed an order from the president
of the missions for the goods, but the friar responded that he instead received
pennission from Governor Martos y Navarretc. Perhaps sensing contraband
trade, the sergeant seized the goods and transported the items to Los Adaes,
which included 299 bundles of French tobacco, a small barrel of brandy,
British-made wares, and other goods.6 Although their place of residence was
omitted from the investigation, some of Zedano's assistants were from Los
Adaes, including an Agustin Rodriguez, who later became a leader of f01mer
Adaesefios at San Antonio de B6xar.7
Meanwhile, Governor Martos y Navarrete had all the goods placed inside
the company store at Los Adaes and drew up a bill of sale based upon his value
of the tobacco at 163 pesos and the smuggled goods overall at 660 pesos.
Spanish officials in Mexico City ordered the governor to auction the goods to
the highest bidder and recommended that Father Zedano be replaced with
another friar at Mission Los Ais near present San Augustine.~ During the same
investigation, a Franciscan friar named Francisco Xavier de la Concepci6n,
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from Mission Los Ais, testified in the government's case against Father
Zedano. Father Concepcion, however, stated that Zedano only hoped to lure
apostate Indians back to Mission La Bahia. especially with the French tobac-
co, which "the Indians found most desirable."9 Whether Governor Martos y
Navarette actually gave Father Zedano permission to sell the goods went
undetennined, but the governor became mired in greater controversy with Sgt.
Domingo Chirino and Andres Chirino as his adversaries.
In June 1768 Sgt. Domingo Chirino filed suit against his former boss
alleging that Governor Martos y Naverrete "appropriated" his property when
Sergeant Chirino escorted the transport of artillery to San Antonio de Bexar.
He added that the former governor's secretary, Francisco Antonio Solis. also
did not return his riding gear and had moved to Mexico City instead of going
to Natchitoches, as he had led the sergeant to believe. Chirino eloquently
closed his petition to the viceroy stating, "all these things Your Excellency are
of very little value in your country, but in this one are very much esteemed and
necessary to serve the King (whom God protect) that costs half my salary."lo
By autumn 1768, Sgt. Domingo Chirino appeared before interim
Governor O'Conor at Los Adaes for the review of Manos y Navarrete's
administration. Chirino testified that Martos y Navarrete and Solis had over-
charged his account, doubling the expense for three oxen, a leather saddle,
knapsacks, and saddle pads. Lt. Joseph Gonzales testified on Chirino's behalf,
stating that the sergeant should be paid his due, which O'Conor subsequently
ordered. By this time, Domingo Chirino apparently had earned the honorific
title don, signifying a greater social status. 11 In 1770. other soldiers at Los
Adaes, emboldened by Chirino's courage. also sued Martos y Navarrete for
excessive prices he charged their accounts. The soldiers received back pay for
the years 1767,1768. and 1769 and agreed not to sue Martos y Navarrete again
in the future. 12
The third brother, Andres Chirino, unlike Domingo, acquired a rather
unsavory reputation after he joined the garrison at Los Adaes in ]741. His
desertion to French Natchitoches, insolent behavior. and alleged smuggling
had earned him severa) trips to the jailhouse in shackles inside Los Adaes.
Trouhle for him escalated in 1755 with a complaint by Don Juan Antonio
Amorin, who had earned the status of "first Spanish settler" as part of
Governor Marques de Aguayo's expedition that established Los Adaes.
Amorin charged Andres Chirino with stealing onc of his cows. and illegally
sel1ing it to the Father President of the East Texas missions, which was still
grazing on "the ranch of the priests." But Andres also incurred a debt with Don
Manuel Antonio de Soto Bermudez through an illicit business transaction at
French Natchitoches. 11 Evidently, Andres had followed De Soto into desertion
at Natchitoches the previous ycar along with two other soldiers from Los
Adaes. De Soto fled because he supposedly led a petition drive of Adacscfios
to remove Governor Barrios y Jaliregui from his command at Los Adaes. and
Spanish royal officials sought his capture. 14
Apparently. Andres Chitina also failed to show proper deference to his
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superiors at Los Adaes, particularly while inebriated. Before his own desertion,
Andres had exchanged heated words with Lt. Juan Prieto at this oftlcer's resi-
dence while searching for Lt. Marcos Ruiz in order to sign a Jist for the retrieval
of horses from the company herd. Lieutenant Prieto opposed Chirino's request
because Andres "was a poor man" and in lieu of horses would find him "bad
work." meaning assignment befitting low social status. The lieutenant then
called upon the company guard ordering them to place Chirino's "head in the
stocks with a pair of shackles." Chirino shot back that he was not scared, just
like his response to De Soto's similar threat the previous day in Natchitoches.
Some witnesses testified that they saw Andres on the balcony of Prieto's home,
but omitted repeating the offending words that Andres allegedly shouted in
public. Andres said his accusers considered his presence "prejudicial to socie-
ty because of my pride, arrogance, and vices," particularly drinking. 15
Andres Chirino firmly believed his one true crime was his own poverty,
which explained why he engaged in illicit commerce at French Natchitoches
and requested horses at Los Adaes. Appearing before Governor O'Conor in
1768, before his brother Domingo expressed his own grievances, Andres had
implicated another fanner governor in smuggling. He stated that the "princi-
pal motive behind all his legal troubles was the economic offens.e he commit-
ted in acquiring deerskins, the same ones the governor [Barrios y Jaureguil
acquired in his trade with the French at Natchitoches." From his own per-
spective,Andres dealt in hides only "to maintain my family and not for enrich-
ing myself with this commerce, besides, even if [ did, my poverty would not
pennit it."16 In other word~, the governor did not grant trade licenses to just
anyone. Barrios y Jauregui's successor as governor-commandant also consid-
ered Andres Chirino dangerous and imprisoned him, even ordering his ban-
ishment from Los Adaes to the infamous Castillo del Morro prison in Havana,
Cuba. 17 Andres fortunately was spared this ultimate destination, perhaps
through Domingo's intercession on behalf of his wayward brother.
Indeed, most governors at Los Adaes illicitly trafficked in deerskins and
buffalo hides, directly or indirectly through their officers, with French mer-
chants at Natchitoches. Like their counterparts elsewhere on the northern fron-
tier of New Spain, the governors of Spanish Texas dominated this economic
activity and left no opportunity for the development of a merchant or middle
class. IN Deerskins and tobacco, frequently exchanged for desirable French and
British goods, became the effective currency of the Louisiana-Texas border-
lands, similar to other backcountry regions in North America. 1Y Spanish gov-
ernors at Los Adaes also circulated pesos and livestock into smuggling at the
expense of withholding salaries or properly equipping the troops, which
became the greatest source of soldiers' complaints,2/} Domingo Chirina's loy-
alty was finally exhausted by the corruption and monopoly of power at Los
Adaes when he testified before O'ConOT and came to his brother's defense.
The hardships that Domingo, Manuel, and Andres confronted also affected the
last of the Chirino Boys from Los Adaes
On a chilly winter morning in 1772, Juan Chirino, the youngest soldier of
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the Chirino Boys from Los Adaes, killed fellow soldier Crist6bal de Carvajal
prior to their arrival at San Antonio de Bexar. Their assigned duty was the pro-
tection of San Antonio's citizens from enemy Indians, but notions of personal
honor ostensibly came first. In the criminal proceedings that followed, the
defendant, Juan Chirina, claimed self-defense after Carvajal had suddenly
cursed and attacked him. The defendant stated there had been no previous ani-
mosity between them other than "the deceased having a lot of debts," who then
perhaps became angry after Chirino appealed to the governor on his father's
behalf ordering Carvajal to make payment to Juan for three horses.21 Later that
year the viceroy ordered Governor Baron de Ripperda to declare the defendant
"completely absolved, and free" to continue his royal duty, a command the
governor readily obeyed?~
In the criminal case against Juan Chirino, Spanish royal officials felt he
was precisely the type of soldier to defend the King's honor in far flung
dominions against hostile Comanche or "foreign" elements. Spanish royal
officials ruminated:
there was no doubt that Chirina. having rightly defended himself, did not
commit any crime. Law 4, Title 23, Book 8 of the RecopiJaci6n de Castillo,
warns that any man who consciomly kills another will die for it, except if he
kills hi~ enemy, or in self-defense. The Doctrines are well received and estab-
lished that one can legitimately kiIJ another when in pursuit of valor from
physical or verbal attack.
Spanish royal officials concluded that Carvajal had wrongly attacked
Chirino's honor which he properly defendedY Juan Chirino's ruggedness
might have been on the governor's mind when he set him free to protect San
Antonio on such a battle-ravaged Texas frontier.~4
The Chirino family presence in East Texas survived the abandonment of
Los Adacs in June 1773 and the forced evacuation of its residents to San
Antonio de Bexar. King Carlos lIT had ordered the fort's closure in the after-
math of the French and Indian War and Spanish Bourbon Reforms. The ascen-
dancy of British sovereignty over France's colonial possessions in Nonh
America prompted French officials to transfer Louisiana to Spain in )762,
while Southern Plains Indians continued raiding Spanish settlements along
New Spain's northern frontier, including Texas. Spanish Bourbon cost-cutting
and base realignment efforts scaled the fate of Los Adaes. But soon thereafter,
Juan Chirina was listed among a group of Adaesefios, those fonner soldiers
and residents from Los Adaes, who requested pennission to move from San
Antonio de Bexar to the abandoned Mission Los Ais. Antonio Gil Ybarbo and
Gil Flores led this petition effore' The following year Ybarbo and a group of
Adaesefios returned from exile to East Texas, first at Bucareli on the Trinity
River and later at Nacogdoches in 1779. Juan might have been among them.
but he and Domingo Chirino appear on a list in 1780 at San Antonio de Bexar
for payment of wages from their days at Los Adaes.26
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The whereabouts of the other two Chirinos, Manuel and Andres, follow-
ing removal from Los Adaes are less certain. Perhaps both had already passed
away or they hid in the woods from Lt. Joseph Gonzales, the seventy-three
year-old veteran whom the governor left in charge of evacuation from Los
Adaes. Yet Lieutenant Gonzales died at the former site of Mission Senora de
Guadalupe shortly after removal on the march to San Antonio. In any event,
some members of the Chirina family might have been among the twenty-plus
Spaniards who stayed behind with Ybarbo's ailing mother at his Rancho
Lobanillo in present Geneva, Texas, east of San Augustine, or temporarily
relocated among Indian and French families at the Riviere aux Cannes only to
return after Ybarbo established Nacogdoches in 1779.t!
Juan Chirino was among the second generation of Chirinos from Los
Adaes, where his more notahle kin, Jose Antonio Chirino, was born May 2,
1755,11i Juan was eight years older than Jose, which made them brothers or
cousins, but at some point these kin parted ways. Shortly before Jose obtained
his Spanish land grant in 1792, Juan's name appeared in military service
records at La Bahia in 1791, but this time apparently without any incident.1~
Juan remained at La Bahia, where he eventually made the rank of sergeant on
the eve of revolution in Texas against Spain. Other native sons and daughters
from Los Adaes families - Ramos, Martinez, Alcala, Luna, Cortez, de los
Reyes, Herrera, Ochoa, de )a Cerda - also joined Juan at La BahIa, including
Antonio Demesieres, who was the son of former Natchitoches commandant,
Athanese De Mezieres.\O Meanwhile, the name of Josepha Chirino was listed
as a widow in the 1795 cen~us at San Antonio de Bexar, where many famiLie!)
were originally from Los Adaes.-11
The greatest number of former natives from Los Adaes returned to East
Texas with Ybarbo and eventually settled Nacogdoches, including Jose
Antonio Chirino and his family, where they hoped to make their final home.
(See List). The Chirino, Ybarbo, Mora, Padilla, Cordova, Flores, and many
other Spanish-surnamed families had established deep roots in East Texas
since the early ]700s and had fonned part of a frontier expcrience on the
Louisiana-Texas borderlands that McCorkle says nurtured a "significant inde-
pendent spirit" among locals. 11 The life and near death experiences of the
Chirina Boys certainly represented the kinds of challenges Spanish pioneers
faced in Texas under Spain. Like their French and Caddo neighbors, they soon
joined with new waves of immigrants arriving from a young American
Republic in confronting greater obstacles to come. The descendants of the
Chirinos and other soldier-pioneers from Los Adaes have carried forward a
tradition of survival in East Texas with more kinfolk spread throughout the
Lone Star state and the country, like aU immigrants with diverse backgrounds
who endured on the American frontier for better or worsc.H
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List of Spanish Soldier-Pioneers originally from Los Adaes (1773)1~
NlL Nam ~ Swa.n:t (Census Year,
(in Place. and S.vmbols to
1773) additional sources in Note #34)
I. Juan Antonio Acostl'l 26 1792 Mission S.A. de Valero
2. Andres de Acosta II 1792 Nacogdoches
3. Domingo Diego Ide] Acosta 1792 S.A. (soldier) *-
4. Jose Manuel de Acosta 33 J792 Nacogdoches
5. Juan Antonio Acosta 1778 S.A. <
6. Juan de Acosta 6 l792 Nacogdoches
7. Juana de Acosta 22 1793 Nacogdoches
8. Jose Alcala II 1811 La Rahia
9. Manuel de Alcala 1778 S .A. (soldier) < '
10. Francisco Aide 17 1793 Nacogdoches
11. Agustina Alvarado 41 J792 :-.Jacogdochcs
12. Chrislobal de Alvarado 51 1782 S.A.
13. Juana de )a Ara 5 1792 Nacogdocbe~
14. Maria de 1a Ara I 1792 Nacogdoches
15. Juan Santos Aragon 1778 S.A. <
16. Manuel Aragon 3 1792 Nacogdoches
17. Manuela Aragon 5 1792 Nacogdoches (sec also 179:\)
l~. Polonia Aragon 3 1792 Nacogdoches
19. Santos Aragon 21 1792 Nacogdoches
20. Manuel de Aragon 1778 S.A. <
21. Simon de Aragon 1 1793 Nacogdoches
22. Antonio Arriola 16 1792 Nacogdoches
23. Ignacio de Aro 1780 S .A. (soldier)'
24. Maria de Am 1792 Nacogdoches
25. Juan Baldes [Valdes] 177H S.A. <
26. Christobal Ballexo [Vallejo1 1773 S.A. (~oldier)> '
27. Antonio Banuis 1778 S,A. <
28. Joseph Domingo Barcenas 1773 S.A. >
29. Manuel Barela {Varela] 1773 S.A. > <
30. Josepha Barrera 2 1792 Nacogdoches (sec also 1793)
31. Christobal Bayja 1778 S.A. <
32. Josepha Benero 12 1792 Nacogdoches
33. Ramon Benero 1773 SA. >
34. Concepcion Benites 13 1793 S.A.
35. Joaquin Benites 1778 S.A. <:
36. Maria Benites 7 1792 Nacogdoches
37. Melchor Benite~ 1773 S.A. >
38. Trinidad Benites 8 1795 SA.
39. Jose Manuel Beman [d'Herbannel 27 1792 S.A.
40. Luisa Bervan [d'Herbannel 25 1793 S.A.
41. Anlonio Brito 1778 S.A, <
42, Antonio Cadena 1778 S.A. (soldier) <'
43. Joaquin Cadena 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
44. Margil Cl'ldena 1780 S.A. (soldier) -
45. Xavier Calahorra 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
46. Joseph Calderon 1773 S.A. >
47. Barbara Camacho 1792 Mission San Jose
48. Francisco Camacho 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
49. Maria Camacho 5 1792 Mission San Jose
50. Rosalia Camacho 21 1792 Nacogdoche~
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51. Sebastian Camacho 1778 S.A. < (!'>oldier)'
52. Joseph Maria Camberos 1773 S.A. >
53. Josepha Cano 1 1792 Nacogdoches (~ee al~(\ 1793)
54. Juana Cann 3 1792 Nacogdoches
55. Micaela Callo 16 1793 Nacogdoche~
56. Miqucla Cano 21 1792 Nacogdoches
57. Diego Carmona 1778 S.A. <
58. Domingo Carmona 44 1793 S.A.><
59. Francisco Carmona 18 1792 Mission S.A. de Valero
60. Jose Caro I 1792 Nacogdoches
61. Josepha Caro 9 1793 Nacogdoches
62. Michaela Cam 6 1792 Nacogdoches
63. Jose de Castro 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
64. Luis de Castro 2 1793 S.A.
65. Martin de Castro [son of Jose) 30 1792 S.A. (soldier) * ~ ,
66. Nepomuceno Cerda 30 1792 Nacogdoches
67. Antonia de la Cerda 14 1793 S.A.
68. Fernando de la Cerda 20 1795 S.A. <
69. Francisco de la Cerda 21 1792 S.A. (soldier) * > '-
70. Guadalupe de la Cerda 8 1795 S.A.
7J. Isabel de la Cerda 22 1811 La BahIa
72. Josepha de la Cerda 5 1792 Nacogdoches (-.ee also 1793)
73. Juan de la Cerda 15 1792 S.A. <
74. Juan Maria de la Cerda rZerda] 1792 S.A. (soldier) *
75. Margarita de la Cerda 40 1793 S.A.
76. Maria de la Cerda ] 1792 Nacogdoches
77. Miguel de la Cerda 1778 S.A. (wldier) < '
78. Nepomuceno de la Cerda 1773 S.A. >
71). Rernardo Cervantes 1773 S.A. > <
80. Rita Cervantes 20 1793 S,A.
81. Domingo Chirino 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
82. Jose Antonio Chirino 18 1792 Nacogdoches
83. Josepha Chirino 23 1795 S.A.
84. Juan Chirino 26 1791 La Bahia (soldier)- > '
85. Maria Andrea Chirino 14 1793 Nacogdoches
86. Antonio Chiver 1778 S.A. <
87. Barbara Cordova 31 1792 Nacogdoches
88. Cristobal de Cordova 49 1792 Nacogdoches
89. Joaquin Cordova 1773 S.A.>
90. Josepha de Cordova 5 1792 Nacogdoches
91. Miguel de Cordova 37 1792 Nacogdoches (soldier) ,
92. Ramon de Cordova 11 1792 Nacogdoches
93. Juan Jose Cordova 6 1809 S.A.
94. Antonio Cortez 14 I 811 La Bahia
95. Antonio Cortinas 7 1792 Nacogdoches
96. Javier Cortinas 38 1792 Nacogdoches (soldier) ,
97. Anlonia Cruz 5 1793 S.A.
98. Frdncisco Cruz 1773 S.A. >
99. Juana Cruz 19 1795 S.A.
lOG. Jose Maria Cruz 40 1793 S.A.
101. Manuel Cruz 1773 SA. >
102. Manuel de la Cruz 41 1782 S.A. <
103. Dolores Delgado 5 1796 S.A.
104. Maria Antonia Dervan rD'herbannc] 13 1792 Nacogdoches
105. Manuel Dervan [Derban] 1792 S.A. (soldier)* '
106. Juana Maria Dervan [D'herbannc] 30 1792 Nacogdoches
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107. Isabel de Esparza 17 1792 Nacogdoches
108. Salvador dt: Esparza 1773 S.A. >
109. Antonia Esparza 28 1793 S.A.
110. Bahasar Esparza 37 1792 Nacogdoche~
111. BIas Esparza 2 1792 Nacogdoches
112. Jotamas Esparza 10 1792 Nacogdoches
113. Pedro Jose Esparza 30 1792 Nacogdoches
114. Tomas bsparza 16 1793 Nacogdoches
115. Ana Jacoba Equis 2 1792 Nacogdoches (....t:t: al,o 1793)
116. Christobal Equis 1773 SA.>
117. Geronimo Equis 7 1792 Nacogdoches
118. Isidro Eugenio 177J S.A. >
119. Francisco Flores 1778 S.A. (soldier) <
120. Gil Flores 1773 S.A. >
121. Guadalupe Flore~ 1795 S.A.
122. Jose Flores 17 1792 Nacogdoches
123. lose Antonio Plores 1792 S.A. (soldier) * '
124. Juan Antonio Flores 27 1792 Nacogdoches (soldier) ,
125. Lorenzo Flores 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
126. Luisa Flores 31 1792 S.A.
127. Manuel Flores 13 1792 Nacogdoches
]28. Maria Seledina Flores 13 1792 Nacogdoches
129. Ocacia Aores 21 I792 Nacogdoches
130. Pablo Flore~ 1778SA.<
131. Toribio de la Fuente 1773 S.A. (soldier) >'
132. Antonio Gallardo 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
133. Cayetano Games 1773 S.A. >
134. Francisco Salas Games 1792 S.A. (soldier) * .
135. lldefonso Games 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
136. Jose Miguel Games 17HO S.A. (soldier) ,
137. Juan Josef Games 30 1782 S.A.
138. Juana Games 28 1793 SA.
]39. Domingo Garcia 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
140. Balta~ar de la Garza 7 1792 Nacogdoches
141. Jose de la Garza 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
142. Luis de la Garza 8 1795 S.A.
143. Maria de la Garza 7 ]795 SA.
144. Simon Santos de la Garza 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
145. Cayetano Gomez 1778 S.A. <
146. Francisco Gomez ]5 1793 S.A.
147. Jose Manuel Gomez 1780 S.A. (soldier) .
148. Clemente Gonzales 1778 S.A. <
149. Vicente Gonzales 1778 S.A. <
150. Andres Gonzalez [sJ 5 1793 S.A. (soldier)'
15l. Antonio Gonzalez [sl 1792 S.A. (soldier)*
152. Maria de la Trinidad Gonzalez 4 1792 Nacogdoches (also 1793)
153. Pedro Gonzalez [5} 1792 Nacogdoches (soldier) * '
154. Victoria Gonzalez 35 1793 S.A.
155. Pedro Granados 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
156. Martina Grande 13 1792 Nacogdoches
157. Jose Antonio Guerra 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
158. Ana Maria Guerrero 6 1792 Nacogdoches
159. Francisco Guerrero 40 1793 S.A. >
160. Joseph Felix Guerrero [778 S.A. <
161. Juan Ignacio Guerrero 1773 S.A. >
162. Tomas Gutierrez 1773 S.A. >
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163. Eusebio Guzman 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
164. Catarina Hernandez 26 1811 La Bahia
165. Ignacio Hernandez 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
166. Joseph Luis Hemandez 1778 S.A. (soldier) <'
167. Marcos Hernandez 1778 SA. <
168. Micaela Hernandez 20 1793 S.A.
169. Pedro Hernandez 1778 S.A. <
170. Santos Hernandez 19 1792 S.A.
171. Diego Herrera 1773 S.A. >
172. Soledad Herrera 2 1811 La Bahia
173. Alexandro Hidalgo 1792 S.A. (soldier)*
174. Juan Jose Hidalgo 1792 S.A. (soldier)*
175. Luisa Hidalgo 24 1795 SA.
176. Maria del Pilar Hidalgo 29 1792 S.A.
177. Josefa {married to Nicolas Chavez] 1 1793 Nacogdoches
178. Antonia de Lara 5 1792 Nacogdoches
179. Joseph de Lara 1778 S.A. <
180. Juana de Lara 15 1793 Nacogdoches
181. Pedro de Lara 43 1792 Nacogdoches
182. Faustino Laso 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
183. Manuel Lisardo 1773 S.A. >
184. Ciprian Losolla 1778 S.A. <
185. Manuel Losolla 1778 S.A. <
186. Bitorino Losoya 7 1795 S.A.
un. Francisco Losoya 1773 S.A. >
188. Miguel Losoya 41 1792 S.A. (soldier) ,
189. Faustino de Luna 2 1811 La Bahfa
190. Jm,e Antonio de Luna 9 1792 Nacogdoches (soldier) ,
191. Pedro de Luna 1773 SA. >
192. Guadalupe Luna 2 La Bahia
193. Alexandro Mansol0 11 1792 S.A.
194. Anastacia Mansolo 4 1792 Nacogdoches
195. Facundo Mansolo 1792 S.A. (soldicr)*
196. Jacinta Mansolo 2 1792 Mission San Juan Capistrano
197. Joaquin Mansolo 1773 S.A. >
19S. Jose Mansolo 9 1792 S.A.
199. Jose Mansolo 26 1792 Mission San Jose
200. Jose Joaquin Mansolo 1792 S.A. (soldier) * <
201. Pedro Mansolo 1773 S.A. (soldier) >
202. Thomas Manzolo 5 1793 Nacogdoches
203. Trinidad Manzolo 2 I793 Nacogdoches
204. Victor Mansolo 1773 S.A. >
205. Rosa Marques 10 1793 S.A.
206. Anastacia Martinez 30 1811 La Bahia
207. Bernardo Martinez 1792 Mission Concepcion
20&. Jacinta Martinez 34 1792 Mission San Juan Capistrano
209. Jose Martinez 19 1792 S.A.
210. Jose Maria Martinez 3 1793 SA.
211. Jose Maria Martinez 2 1793 S.A.
212. Juan Nepomuceno Martinez 41 1792 S.A. (soldier) > '
213. Manuel Martinez 6 1793 S.A.
214. Marcos Martinez 1773 S.A. >
215. Pascual Martinez 5 1793 S.A.
216. Francisco Antonio Medrano 1778 S.A. (soldier) < '
217. Manuel Mendez 1773 S.A.
218. Gregorio de Meza 6 1793 Nacogdoches
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219. Jacimo de Mcza 22 1793 Nacogdochc~
220. Jose Montes 7 1793 S.A.
221. Ignacio Montes 1778 S .A. (soldier) <
222. Juan de Mora 1773SA.>
223. Juan de Mora l) 1792 Nacogdoches
224. Manllel de Mora 38 1792 Nacogdoches
225. Maria Antonia de Mora 9 1792 Nacogdoches
226. Teresa de Mora 19 1792 Nacogdoches
227. Antonio Mora 9 1792 Nacogdoches
228. Gregorio Mora 2 1792 Nacogdoches
229. Jacinto Mora 19 1792 Nacogdoches>
230. Manuel Mora 1773 s..A. >
231. Manuel Mora 1792 S.A.
232. Maria Refugia Mora 1792 Nacogdoches
233. Nicolas Mora 1773 SA. >
234. Agustin Morillo [Morllol l773 S .A. (soldier) >
235. Barbara Morin 7 1793 Nacogdoches
236. Barbara Morin 2 1792 Nacogdoches
237. Eslevan Morin 1 1792 Nacogdoches
238. Gil Morin 34 1793 Nacogdoches (soldier) ,. 1\ •
239. Jose Morin 7 1792 Nacogdoches
240. Maria de la Concepcion Morin 1 1792 Nacogdoches
241. Melchor Morin 43 1792 Nacogdoches (soldier) >'
242. Dumas Moya 177.1 S.A.>
243. Jose Mungia 24 1795 S.A.
244. Joaquin Musquiz 1J 1792 S.A.
245. Nicolas de Najar 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
246. Ignacio Navarro 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
247. Maria Nieves 2 1792 Nacogdoches
248. Jose Ochoa g 1793 Nacogdoches
249. Maria Josepha Ochoa 22 1811 La Bahia
250. Juan Joseph Pacheco 1773 S.A. (soldier) > < '
251. Antonio Padilla 10 1792 Nacogdoches
252. Christobal Padilla 31 1792 Nacogdoches>
253. Francisco Padilla 5 1792 Nacogdoches
254. Francisco Padilla 13 1796 S.A.
255. Gabriel Padilla 1773 SA. >
256. Isabel Padilla 24 I792 Nacogodoches
257. Javier Padilla 33 1792 Nacogdoches
258. Juan Manuel Padilla 1773S.A.>
259. Magdalena Padilla I 1792 Nacogdoches
260. Maria Padilla 40 1792 Nacogdoches
261. Mariano Padilla 1773 S.A. >
262, Patricio Padilla 1773 S.A. (soldier) >
263. Pedro Padilla 7 1792 Nacogdoches
264. Beatrice Pena 3& 1792 Nacogdoches
265. Jose Antonio Pena 1780 S.A.'
266. Christobal Perez 1780 S.A.'
267. Maria del Pilar 1792 Nacogdoches
268. Catarina Posos 29 1793 S.A.
269, l..Drenzo Posos [son of Manuel PozosJ 27 1795 S.A. (soldier) '* < .
270. Manuel Salvador Pozos 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
271. Pedro Pozos (son of Manuel Pozos) - 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
272. Maria del Pilar Procela 14 1792 Nacogdoches
273. Melchor Procela 11 1792 Nacogdoches
274. Pedro Procela II 1792 Nacogdoches
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275. Maria Rafaela 6 1809 S.A.
276. Francisco Ramirez 1773 S.A. (soldier) > <'
277. Jose Ramirez 15 1792 S.A.
278. Jose Ramfrez II 1792 SA.
279. Luisa Ramirez 5 1793 Nacogdoches
280. Hermenegilda Ramos 13 1811 La Bahia
281. Ignacia Ramos 29 1793 S.A.
282. Lorenzo Ramos 26 1792 S.A. <
283. Miguel Ramos 1773 S.A. >
284. Tadeo Ramos 1780 S.A. (soldier) .
285. Ignacio de el Rasa 1778 S.A. <
286. Juan Remigio 1780 S.A. (soldier) .
287. Thcrc~a Reolo 5 1792 Nacogdoches
288. Christobal de los Reyes 1782 S.A. (soldier) +
289. Felix de los Reyes 1782 S.A. (soldier) +
290. Gertrudis de los Reyes 32 1811 La Bahia
291. Juan de los Reyes 1778 S.A. <
292. Juan Antonio de los Reyes ]77R S.A. <
293. Juana de los Reyes 11 ]792 Nacogdoches
294. Antonio Rincon 1778 S.A. <
295. Pedro Rincon 1773 S.A. >
296. Maria Luisa Rincona 11 1792 Mi~sion S,A, de Valero
297. Joseph Eugenio de el Rio 1778 S.A. <
298, Antonia de] Rio 9 1792 Nacogdoche~
299, Antonio del Rio 21 1782 S.A. >
300, Barnabe de] Rio 1773 S.A. >
301. Dolores del Rio 14 1793 S.A.
302. Ignacio del Rio 1773 SA. (soldier) > '
303. Jesusa del Rio 23 1793 Nacogdoches
304. Jose del Rio 7 1792 Nacogdoches
305. Magdalena del Rio 13 1792 Nacogdoches
306. Mathias del Rio 21 1792 S.A. <
307. Melchora del Rio 1792 Nacogdoches
308. Miguel del Rio 42 1792 Nacogdoches (soldier) >'
309. Rosa del Rio 4 1792 Nacogdoches
310. Jose Luis de lo~ Rios 1782 S.A. (soldier) +
3] 1. Agustin Rodriguez 1778 S.A. (soldier) <'
3]2. lose Maria Rodriguez 33 1793 S.A. (soldier) * 1\'
313. Juana Rodriguez 39 1792 Nacogdoches (~e illso 179])
314. Prudencio Rodriguez 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
315. Antonio Romero 1782 S.A. (soldier)+
316. Francisco Romero 1778 S.A. <
317. Antonio Rosales 16 1792 Nacogdoches
318. Gertrudis Rosales 11 ]792 Nacogdoches
319. Maria Rosales 19 1792 Nacogdoches
320. Maria Delfino Rosales 25 1793 Nacogdoches
321. Serafina Rosales 10 1792 Nacogdoches
322. Andres Ruiz 18 1792 Nacogdoches
323. Barbara Ruiz 30 1793 SA.
324. Felix Ruiz 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
325. Gaspar Ruiz 1773 S.A. (soldier) > '
326. Joaquin Ruiz (son of Felix) 1780 SA. (soldier) .
327. Marcos Ruiz (son of Felix) 1780 SA. (soldier) ,
328. Marquitos Ruiz 1780 S,A. (soldier) ,
329. Maria Ruiz 6 1793 Nacogdoches
330. Paula Ruiz 1 1792 Nacogdoches (see also 1793)
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331. Luis Salazar 30 1793 S.A.
332. Rogue Salazar 2 1792 Misson San Jose (5.A.)
333. Joseph Antonio Salinas 1778 S.A. >
334. Agustin Sanchez 1773 S.A. >
335. Beatrice Sanchez 12 1792 Nacogdoches
336. Juan Jose Sanchez 29 1792 Nacogdoches>
337. Luis Sam:hez 8 1792 Nacogdoches
33H. Luisa Sanchez 19 1792 Nacogdoches
339. Marciano Sanchez 3 1792 Nacogdoches
340. Maria Rafacla Sanchez 47 1792 Nacogdoches (see also 1793)
341. Maria Sanchez 1 1792 Nacogdoches
342. Maria Sanchez I 1792 Nacogdoches
343. Manuel Sanchez 40 1792 Nacogdoches
344. Matias Sanchez 1773 S.A. (soldier) > .
345. Pedro Sanchez 1773 S.A. >
346. Santa Sanchez 1792 Nacogdoches
347. Antonio de San Miguel 1778 S.A. <
348. Prudencio de San Miguel 1778 S.A. <
349. Raphael de San Miguel 1778 S.A. <
350. Agustin San Miguel 6 1792 Nacogdoches
351. Candido San Miguel 1773 S.A. >
352. Nepomuceno San Miguel 3 1792 Mission S.A. de Valero
353. Vicente San Miguel 19 1792 Nacogdoches
354. Francisco Santa Cruz 30 1792 Nacogdoches (soldier) ,
355. Jose Antonio Santa Cruz 7 1792 Nacogdoches (soldier) ,
356. Juan Joseph Santa Cruz 1773 S.A. >
357. Juana Santa Cruz 7 1792 Nacogdoches
358. Juana Santa Cruz 1 1792 Nacogdoches
359. Manuel Santa Cruz 19 1792 Nacogdoches
360. Marcos Santa Cruz 2 1792 Nacogdoches
361. Maria Santa Cruz 1 1792 Nacogdoches
362. Mariano Santa Cruz 19 1792 Nacogdoches
363. Pedro Santa Cruz 1792 S.A. (soldier)*'
364. Manuel de los Santos 5 1793 S.A.
365. Christobal de Santiago 1780 S.A. (soldier) .
366. Facundo de Santiago 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
367. Joaquin de Santiago 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
16H. Victor de Santiago 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
369. Jose Maria Sierra 22 171)2 Nacogdoches (soldier) .
:no. Juana Maria Sierra 14 1792 Nacogdoches
371. Maria Antonia Sierra 40 1792 Nacogdoches
372. Bartolome de Sierra 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
373. felipe de Sierra 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
374. Maria Josepha de Sierra 46 1793 Nacogdoches
375. Paula de Sierra 27 1792 S.A.
376. Pedro de Sierra 73 1773 S.A. >
377. Bartolome de Soto 44 1792 Nacogdoches
378. LOTeta de Soto 24 1792 Nacogdoches
379. Bartolo Solo 1773 S.A. >
380. Gregorio Soto 20 1792 Nacogdoches>
3Rl. Paula Soto 10 1792 Nacogdoches
382. Francisco de Torres 1773 S.A. (soldier) > < '
383. Jose de Torres 1780 S.A. (soldier) ,
384. Jose de Torres I 1792 Nacogdoches
385. Josepha de Torres 30 1792 Nacogdoches
3X6. Juan de Torres 1773 S.A. (soldier) <'
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387. Lazaro de Torres ]773 S.A. > <
388. Luciana de Torres 38 ]793 S.A.
3R9. Juan de Tovar 1773 S.A. >
390. Manuel de Trejo 31 1782 S.A. > <
391. Vicente Trejo 17~0 SA. (soldier) ,
392. Antonio Trevino 1780 SA. (soldier)'
393. Jose Miguel Trevino 1780 S.A. (soldier)'
394. Joseph Valentin [BalentinJ 1778 S.A. (soldier) <'
395. Andres del Valle 32 1791 S.A. (soldier) ,...
396. Ambrosio Va.<;quez {Basques] 1773 S.1\. (soldier) > '
397. Juana Vasquez 3 1792 Nacogdoches
398. Mariano Vasquez 11 1792 Nacogdoches
399. Juana Vega 20 1792 Nacogdoches
400. Rita Vergara 33 1793 Nacogdoches
401. Cayetano Villafranca 13 1792 Nacogdoches
402. Prancisco Villa Alpando 10 1792 Nacogdoches
403. Francisco Villa-Real [Villarreal] 1778 S.A. (soldier) <'
404. Antonio Villarreal 1780 SA. (soldier) ,
405. Morenciana Villarreal 10 1793 S.A.
406. Antonio Gil Ybarho 44 1792 Nacogdoches >
407. Feliciana Ybarbo ] 1792 Nacogdochcs
408. Jo~e Ybarbo 9 1792 Nacogdoches
409. Juan Antonio Ybarbo 1780 SA. (soldier) ,
410. Marcos y' Barbo
(son of Antonio Gil Ybarbo) (x)
411. Maria Antonia Ybarbo 46 1792 Nacogdoches
412. Maria Antonia Ybarbo
(daughter of Antonio Gil Ybarbo) 21 1792 Nacogdoches (x)
413. Maria Josepha Ybarbo
(daughter of Antonio Gil Ybarbo) 18 (x)
414. Mariano Ybarbo
(son of Antonio Gil Ybarbo) 23 (x)
415. Martin Ybarbo 6 1792 Nacogdoches
416. Ponciano Ybarbo 1 1792 Nacogdoches
417. Tomas Ybarho ]773 SA. (soldier) > '
418. Tiburcia Ybarbo 4 1792 Nacogdoches
419. Ancelma Zepeda 17 1793 S.A.
420. Prancisco Xavier Zepeda 1780 S.A. '
421. Jose Zepeda [de ZepedaI 1773 S.A. (soldier) > '
422. Manuela Zepeda 1793 SA.
423. Maria Zepeda 2 J811 La Bahia
424. Vicente Zepeda 1773 S.A. >
NOTES
'Willie Atkinson Thorp. "Chireno and Her People." in Memories afChireno (Chireno. 1994).
p. 44. I wish to express my thanks to Ms. Thorp, a member of the Chireno Historical Society, for
bringing this wonderful red book to my attention. The name "Chireno" appeared with two differ-
ent spellings in the Spanish archives, alternating from the original "ClUrinos" to '·Chirino.'· Many
other names in Spanish archival sources also underwent various spelling~; fOT example. Gonza]ez
to GonL-ales, and especially the Ybarbo surname. Spanish officials and wilne~ses in legal pro-
ceeding~. who signed on behalf of residents, were in<.;unsistent with llsage.
'James L. McCorkle, Jr., "Los Adaes and the Borderlands Origin~ of East Texas," East
Te.Yw, Historical Journal 22 (1984), p. 4. For hackground on Antonio Gil Ybarbo. see Donald E.
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Chipman and Harriett Denise Joseph, Notahle M"ll and Women af Spanish Texas (Austin, 1999),
pp, 192-201.
JRclacion y Extracto de los Soldados de la Compania de este Real Pre.'>idio de N uestra
Senora del Pilar de los Ada.is, 1734-1736. An'kiva General de Mexico - Hisroria (AGM-Historia).
Catholic Archivc~ of Texas ("CAT"), Austin, Box 38, Folder 4c, pp. 176-180, transcription.
"Debbie S. Cunningham, "The Domingo Ramon Diary of the 1716 Expedition into the
Province of the Tejas Indians: An Annotated Translation," SouThwestern Historical Quarterly 110
(July 2006), pp. 4l}-50.
~Declaration. LL Pedro de Sierra, aljerez, from Los Adae.'>, January 26,1761, Presidio Los
Adaes, Royal investigation into contraband trade, Bexar Archives ("BA"), Microfilm, Reel 9.
Frame No. 951.
'Testimony, Sgt. Domingo Chirino, December 1. 766, Presidio Los Ad.ae~, Diligencia~
Practicadas por el Gobernador de Texas sobre el aprchensi6n de los generos de contrabando que
en elias ~e c:xprcsan, BA, 10:0444-0466. A Texas Historical Commission marker entitled. "Don
Joaquin Crossing on Bedais Trail," stands near the spot where Father 7.cdano and many Indians.
explorers. and traders traveled. The mission and fort at La Bahia were located ncar present Goliad,
Texas.
'The appellation of "Adaesenos" refers to former soldiers and residents from Los Adaes.
Agustin Rodriguez led a petitiun effort in 1778 on behalf of fellow Adaesefios seeking suitable
lands for subsistence following their forced removal to San Antonio de Bexar in 1773; ~
F.xpedienre promovido por los vecinos del extinguido Presidio de los Adaes. Archivo General de
fndias - Guadalajara 267, Mf, Reel 2, Doc. 25, Old Spanish Mission Records ("OSMK'), Our
Lady of the Lake l;niversity, San Antonio, Texas.
lValuation of Goods and Bill of Sale, Governor Martos y Navarrete, Decemhcr 3, 1766,
Presidio Los Adaes, BA, 10:0449-0450; Order, GDvemor Martos y Navarette. Sale of French
tobacco seized from Fr. Zedano. December 2, 1766, Presidio Los Adaes. Archivo de la Secretaria
de Gobierno, Saltillo, Coahuila, Mexico, Mf, Reel 1, Frame 1\0. 576, OSMR.
9'fe~timony,Fr. Francisco Xavier de la Concepcion. December 4, 1766, Presidio Los Adaes,
BA, 10:0452. Author'~ translation,
"'Petition, Sgt. Domingo Chirinos to His Mosl Excellency Sir, viceroy Marques de Croix.
June 15, 1768, Prei',idio Los Adaes. BA, 10:0579-0580. Author's translation.
"Testimony, don Domingo Chirino, sergeant, October [?] 1768, appearing before Govemor
O'Conor, Presidio Los Adaes, BA, 1O:05R2-tJ583; Testimony, Lt. Joseph Gonzales, Fehruary 1,
1769, BA. 10:0583-0584; Order, Governor don Hugo O'Conar, February 3, 1769, BA, 10:0584-
05X5.
'"Mediation, don Eliseo Antonio Llana de Vergara, with Power of Attorney for the soldicr~
from Presidio Los Adaes, appearing before viceroy don Carlos Francisco de Croix. the Marques
de Croix, May lX. 1770, Mexico City, BA. 10:0723-0725. The "protector mediador" in Iitigatiun
proceedings among Spanish subjects was similar to the '"protector de indios," a crown-appointed
official who represented Indians in fonnal litigation: see Charles R. Cutter, The Legal Culture of
Northern New Spain (Albuquerque, 1995), p. HR.
LJComplaint, don Juan Antonio Amorin, May 6, 1755, Presidio Los Adaes. before Go\'ernor
don Jacinto de Barrios y Jauregui, BA, 9:0591-{1592; Declaration, Amorin. May 8, 1755, Presidio
Los Adaes, BA, 9:0597; Petition, Andres Chirino, May 17, 1768, Presidio Los Adaes, before don
Hugo O'Conor, BA, 9:0625-27. Author'i; translation.
I'T .etter, Marques de Aranda, fiscal, to don Domingo Vakarel, auditor de la Guerra, January
20, 1756. Mexico City, BA, 9:0643-0646; Letter, Marques de Amarillas, viceroy, to Governor
Barrios y Huregui, February 23, 1756, Mexico City, BA, 9:0673. Shortly after his desertion to
Nalchitoches, De Soto married Marie des Neges de St. Denis, whose parents were Louis de St.
Denis (the elder), fuunder ofthe French fort in 1714, and Manuela Sanchez Navarro, daughter of
a Spanish commandant at Presidio San Juan Bautista on the Rio Grande.
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"Petition. Andres Chirino, May 17, 1768, Los Adaes, BA, 9:0627. Author's translation.
IbBA, 9:0626. Author's translation.
17BA,9:0630-0631.
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'"David J. Weber. The Taos Trappers: The Fur Trade in the Far Southwest, 1540-1846
(Nonnan, 1971), p. 18.
1
9Carl J. Ekberg. French Roots in the Illinois Country: The Mississippi Frortrier ill Colonial
Times (Urbana and Chicago, 1998), p. 160; Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia, 1740-
1790 (Chapel Hill, 1982), p. 24.
'"Franci:-. X. Galan, "Last Solders, First Pioneers: The Los Adaes Border Community on the
Louisiana-Texas Frontier, 1n 1-] 779:' Ph.D. di~sertation,Southern Methodist Uni\'er.~ity,Dallas,
Texas, chapters 5 and 6.
"Dedaracion del Reo (Dcfandant), Juan Chirinos. January 16, 1772, Royal Presidio of San
Antonio de Bexar. Governor Baron de Ripperda of Texas vs. Juan Chirinos in the murder of
Cristobal Carvajal, BA, 11:0121. Author's translation.
"Order, Governor Ripperda, June 22, 1772, Presidio San Antonio de Bexar, BA, 11:0153.
Three of Carvajal's aunts had sought justice in this case, December J7, 1772, San Antonio de
Bexar, BA, 11 :0298. Author's translation.
"Letter. Domingo Valcarccl, auditor, to Governor Ripperda, April 29. 1772, with approval
of decision by Viceroy Bucareli, Mexico City. BA. II :0152. Author's translation.
'''Order, Governor Ripperda setting Juan Chirino free to continue royal military sen'ice, June
22, 1772, Presidio San Antonio de Bexar, SA, 1]:0153.
15Testimony and Request to move from San Antonio de Bex:ar to the abandoned Mission
Dolores de los Ais, October 4, 1773, AGM-Historia, Box: 31. Folder 3, pp, 314-3] 7, transcription.
lOStatcment of sumb due soldiers from abandoned Presidio Los Adaes, November 28, 1780,
San Antonio de Bexar. BA. 14:0704-0705.
"H, Sophie Burton, "To Establish a Stock. Farm for the Raising of Mules, Horses, Cattle,
Sheep. and Hogs": The Role of Spanish Bourbon Louisiana in the Establishment of Vacheries
along the Louisiana-Texas Borderland. 1766-1803," SOllthwesTern Historical Quarterly 109 (July
2005). p. 122. For further diM:ussion of removal from Los Adacs and the return to Easl Texas, see
Herbert Eugene Bolton. Texas in the Middle Eighleenth Cenlury (Austin, 1970; originally pub-
lished, 1915), pp. 387-446.
"'Daniel Williams, "Scenes From a Small Town: Early Times in Chireno, Tex:as," F.ast Texas
Historical Journnl 44 (Spring 2006), p. 56.
:"Oja.<, de Servic.:ios. Juan Chirino, December 31, 1791, La Bahia del Espiritu Santo, place of
birth: the fanner Presidio Los Adaes, Archivo General de Simancas, Spain, OSMR, Mf, Reel!,
G.M. Leg. 7047-225;
JOCensus, La Bahia del Espiritu Sanlo, January 4, 1811, "Statistical and General Census
Reports ofTexa."", Mf79.52, Reel 2, Frame Nos. 255-304, translation, microfilm edilion of Bexar
Archives, DeGolyer Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texal>.
JICcnsus, San .Fernando de Austria (San Antonio de Bexar), December 31, 1795, BA, Mf,
Reel I, Frame Nos. 753-801. For discussion about Adaesefios in San Antonio, see Jesus F. de la
Teja, San Antonio de Bexnr: A Community on New Spain's Nor/hern Frontier (Albuquerque.
1995), pp. 84-86.
"McCorkle, "Los Adaes and the Borderlands Origins of East Texas," p. 10.
"Thorp, ·'Chireno and Her People," p. 44, mentions a few members of the Chireno family
still living in Nacogdoches County.
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.ULiST compiled by author, October 2005. SA. is abbreviated for San Antonio de Bexar.
Additional Spanish archival sources for the Lis! with asteri~ks:
> Testimony, Request of Adaeseiios to leave San Antonio de Bexar and settle at the aban-
doned Mission
Dolores de los Ais [Ea:'>t Texas], October 4, 1773, San Antonio de l:3exar. AGM-Hiswria,
Vol. 84, CAT, Box 31, Folder 3, 315-317, Trao:'>cripliun.
< Testimony, Request of re~idenls from extinguished Presidio Lm Adaes for concession of
a location where they can subsist with their families. January 4, 1778, San Antonio de
l:3exar, made to Commandant General de Croix, Archim General de Indias - ;tudiencia
de GuadalaJara, OSMR, 267. ML Roll 2, Document No. 25, 1-6: see also AGI -
Guadalajara. legajo 103-4-9, in CAT, Hox 10, Folder 3,69-72, Transcription.
A Petition. Gil Morin, to relire from military service, September 26, 1779. San Antonio de
Bexar, after having served at Presidio Los Adaes under Governor Barrios y Jauregui until
J773. and voluntarily in Bexar, Bexar Archives, Mf. Roll 13, Frame Nos. 0117-0118.
A Pcrition, Jo.'\c Maria Rodriguez, to retire from military service, September 30. 1779, San
Antonio de Bexar, after having served at Presidio Los Adaes and Bexar over twenty years,
BA. Me, 13:0123-0124.
Statement of sums due soldiers of abandoned Presidio Lo~ Adaes. November 28. 1780,
San Antonio de Bexar, BA, Mf, Roll 14, Frame Nos. 0704-0705.
+ Proceedings concerning payment to soldiers of the abandoned presidio of Los Adaes,
February 13. 1782, San Antonio de Bexar, signed by Luis Antonio Menchaca, BA, Mf.
Roll 15. Frame Nos. 0049-0050.
- Ojas de Servicio, Martin de Castro. December 6. 1791. San Antonio de Bexar. hijo de
Jose, natural del Real Presidio de los Adaes, de edad de 21, sento de suldado de e~la
Campania de San Antonio dc Bexar el dia primero de Julio de 1764. An'him Gt'neral dt,
Simanca.s lAGS] - Spain, OSMR, Mf, Roll I, G.M. Leg. 7047-~12._
- Ojas de Servicio. Juan Chirino. December 31, 1791, La Bahia del Espiritu Santo, su pais;
eI Presidio que fue de los Adae~. AGS - Spain, Mf. Roll I, G.M. Leg. 7047-225.
- Ojas de Servicio. Andres del Val1e, December 6, 1791, San Antonio de Bexar, su pais: La
Villa de Linare~. served twenty-four years, three months, and eighteen days at Presidio
Los Adaes and Bexar, AGS - Spain, Mf, RoJ I ]. G.M. I_eg. 7047-208.
* :\Ioticias que dan los individuos de]a Compania del Real Presidio de lo~Adaes. re~identes
en e"tc de San Antonio de Bexas, sabre el pagamento que se les hizu de sus Akanzes ~n
tiempo que se extinguio, 1792. San Antonio de Bexar, Bexar An'hil'e~',1'.1[, Roll 22. Frame
Nos. 1005-1006, 1009 (Pedro Gonzalez and Gil Morin were in Nacogdoches).
(x) Yharbo Family Genealogy. Antoniu Gil YBarbo Collection. Stephen F. Au~tin State
University, Special Collections, Nacogdoches, Texas, A-175, Box 2, Folder 2.
